








Affordable Alternative!
US Industrial Renaissance!

Bridge to the Future!
100 years Supply!

Energy Independence!
The Next Oil Sands!













Oil companies have to make a big deal 
about shale plays because that is all that is 

left in the world. Let's face it: these are 
truly awful reservoir rocks and that is why 

we waited until all more attractive 
opportunities were exhausted before 

developing them. It is completely 
unreasonable to expect better performance 

from bad reservoirs than from better 
reservoirs. 

Arthur Berman/2014

















On June 23, 1978, commercial stimulation 
of a 3,050-m-deep well near Wilson 

(Oklahoma) triggered 70 earthquakes in 6.2 
hours (Luza and Lawson, 1980).









500,000 wells
“a threat to environment and 

public safety”

The use of enhanced recovery methods 
(steam injection and hydraulic fracturing) 

elevates the mechanical and thermal 
loading on wellbores and significantly 
increases the probability of leakage. 

Dusseault/2014









1955
10,000 gallons (600 hp)





2005 
5 million gallons  (61,000 hp)







A well can be fracced several times 
during its lifetime and in some 
instances, however, hydraulic 

fracturing can harm a well by fracing
into water. The hydraulically induced 

fractures extend vertically into a 
water reservoir that floods the well 

with water. Norman J Hyne







1000 Quakes since 2006



Seismic activity can create faults 
and fractures and seismic 

vibrations can increase 
permeability and upward gas 

migration
Chilingar/2000







2015 
45 million gallons



4.8 M



4.6 M

Corporate-Made Earthquakes



4.6 M





Since 2006: 1000 Quakes



“Major challenges exist in 
understanding the 

relationship between 
injection volume, rate, 
reservoir pressure and 

induced seismicity, as well as 
how to identify critically 

stressed faults.”
Cathy Ryan 2015











Alberta Law
Can’t divert water without a permit
Resolve any allegation of impact



CONCLUSIONS:

THE MORE INDUSTRY FRACKS SHALE AND 
OTHER FORMATIONS, THE GREATER THE 
RISK TO GROUNDWATER AND 
ATMOSPHERE FROM METHANE LEAKS 
AND CONTAMINATION.

FRACKING AND HORIZONTAL DRILLING 
MAKES GAS MIGRATION WORSE.  









Red dots = Gas wells fracked in fresh water zones at Rosebud to April 2006
Small black dots = conventional & deeper fracked wells





















EnCana fracked into local aquifers.

The energy regulator falsely branded Ernst 
as a “criminal threat.”

Alberta Environment conducted a bogus 
water investigation.

The Alberta Research Council covered-up 
government fraud.





Much protest is naive; it expects quick, visible 
improvement and despairs and gives up when such 

improvement does not come. Protesters who hold out for 
longer have perhaps understood that success is not the 

proper goal. If protest depended on success, there would 
be little protest of any durability or significance. History 

simply affords too little evidence that anyone's individual 
protest is of any use. Protest that endures, I think, is moved 

by a hope far more modest than that of public success: 
namely, the hope of preserving qualities in one's own heart 

and spirit that would be destroyed by acquiescence. 
Wendell Berry













3 Times More Methane/ CO2/ Radon


